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**Description**

- **ANT/CATV Input To Bedroom TV or Satellite receiver**
- **Satellite dish input to Receiver LNB 2**
- **Winegard 'Data Control Cable' For roof mount Satellite dish** (Coiled in roof 22" centered rear of front vent)
- **Terminates in front wall, (Inside overhead/closet)**
- **RG-6 Input for roof mount Satellite dish LNB-1 and LNB-2** (Coiled in roof 22" centered rear of front vent)
- **2-Way Splitter (Provided)**
- **TV Booster (Bedroom TV location)**
- **White (TV-1)**
- **Orange (TV-2)**
- **Black (Antenna)**
- **Grey (CATV)**
- **Extérieur TV Output (Same signal as Living room TV)**
- **Single Coax plate (Ext. TV option)**
- **Double Coax plate (Living room TV Location)**
- **RG-6 Jumper (Not Provided) Used With Roof Mount Dish Only LNB 1**
- **RG-6 Jumper (Not Provided) Used With Roof Mount Dish Only LNB 2**
- **RG-6 Input From Satellite Dish (Not Provided) LNB 1**
- **RG-6 Input From Satellite Dish (Not Provided) LNB 2**
- **CATV Input (Not Provided)**